REDACTED OFFICIAL USE ONLY

ACTION DATA INFORMATION

ACTION: C/DMD 2
INFO: DPA, CGP, ADAP/A, PHIL S, C/HM, BELL S/C

REFERENCE: DOD 3021 (IN GCG/ ) X

DUE TO Weather CONDITIONS 24 APR TRIP CANCELLED AND NEW GROUP ETA GUAH 25 APR 1300 LOCAL. SAME PLANE AND PILOT.

PLAN DEPART GUAH FOR HANA LATE AFTERNOON 25 APR. GROUP PLANS CONSULT, EVAHICLE-1 POSSIBLE COURSE OF ACTION WHICH COULD BE TAKEN AGAINST CASTRO.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: *ACTION UNIT DETERMINED AS THROUGH INDICATOR KNOWN NOT USED.
**AMEND 1 AMOP 1, ANTONIO MACEO AND 2 SECRETARIES TO MAKE TRIP TO DISCUSS WITH EVAHICLE FUTURE REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES.